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Abstract 

 

Organized Crimes are the illegal misadventure carried by the members of certain criminal groups 

and are involved in the carrying unlawful acts which include supplying of unlawful goods, loan 

sharking, labor racketeering, prostitution, smuggling, gambling, bootlegging, kidnapping, 

extortion, terrorism of different types, etc. This paper attempts to highlight various kinds of 

criminal organizations that are formed and used to operate in various nations along with the 

nature of the organized crime. However, in the current scenario, Naxalism is the counties biggest 

threat to the security of a State, though the corruption, illegal practice, poverty, as well as poor 

enforcement of legislation or lack of efficiency of Governance, are basically due to the Naxalite 

movement and in such situation, the common people don't get justice of social, economic, political 

as provided under the Indian Constitution. In this paper, an overview of the Naxalite movement 

has been given along with the features of organized criminals who are involved in different types 

of organized crimes. Many of the criminals perform the role of alerting the other criminals 

whenever they get information regarding the arrival of the police or other law enforcement 

agencies. Several legislations were passed in order to eradicate and abolish the organized crimes 

in India, still, it is lacking behind. 

 

Here, the discussion has been made regarding four Italian Mafias that are  Sicilian Mafia,  

Calabrian ‘Ndrangheta, Neapolitan Camorra, and Apulian Organised Crime. Here a study has 

been made with regards to the international dimension, as well as various steps which they 

consider while operating out of their jurisdiction moreover, new modi operandi have been utilized 

in their unlawful activities, along with the trans-national strategies. Here steps are taken in order 
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to find further moves, and to identify the risks or threats, and to take actions in order to eradicate 

Mafia activities. An intelligence gap, a part of Europol has shared its decision to present a report 

regarding the legislation of the 2011 Organised Crime Threat Assessment (OCTA) and ensured in 

the formation of the 2013 Serious Organised Crime Threat Assessment (SOCTA).OCGs completely 

used to rely upon the role of Europol in the EU Policy Cycle for handling various dangerous 

organized international crime, which attempts the formation of regional or thematic threat 

assessments in order to meet the identified intelligence gaps. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

With the development in Science and Technology, where people are using these technologies for 

the welfare of the state, with various inventions, discoveries techniques, etc, on the other hand, the 

gangsters or criminal-minded people misuse such new techniques in order to perpetrate offenses 

against the society. It's true that the Organised Crimes existed for centuries in every nation in 

different forms, the offenders used to form various groups in order to continue the illegal activities 

in contravention of the provisions of the law ruthlessly.Training should be a crucial area of work 

for any successful approach to deter crime. Organized crime, in particular, is a profoundly global 

problem that impacts the daily lives of all of us. It is more secret than most crimes, as organised 

criminal groups make targeted attempts to keep their crimes and organisations under the radar of 

law enforcement officials. It is often more difficult to eliminate, as it also points at the society and 

even the way people work around the worm. 

 

 

DEFINITION 

 

As per the definition given by Dr. Walter Reckless, Organized Crimes are considered as an 

unlawful misadventure which is carried on by a boss, his lieutenants, and operators who form a 

hierarchical structure for a specific period.2 

 

Further, in 1988, the International Police Information Agency (INTERPOL) which used to 

indulge themselves in taking measures to eradicate organized crimes, suggested that any group 

having a corporate structure whose primary objective is to obtain money through illegal activities, 

often surviving on fear and corruption. 3 

 
2 Walker, S. (1985). Sense and Nonsense About Crime.The Crime Problem,p.319 

 
3 Ronald Noble,"The Globalization of Crime: A Transitional Organised Crime Treat Assessment", UNDCO (2010) 

p.18 

https://www.google.com/search?q=The+Globalization+of+Crime%3A+A+Transitional+Organised+Crime+Treat+A

ssessment%2C+UNDCO+(2010)+p.18&oq=The+Globalization+of+Crime%3A+A+Transitional+Organised+Crime

+Treat+Assessment%2C+UNDCO+(2010)+p.18&aqs=chrome..69i57.853j0j9&client=ms-android-asus-

tpin&sourceid=chrome-mobile&ie=UTF-8 

 

https://www.google.com/search?q=The+Globalization+of+Crime%3A+A+Transitional+Organised+Crime+Treat+Assessment%2C+UNDCO+(2010)+p.18&oq=The+Globalization+of+Crime%3A+A+Transitional+Organised+Crime+Treat+Assessment%2C+UNDCO+(2010)+p.18&aqs=chrome..69i57.853j0j9&client=ms-android-asus-tpin&sourceid=chrome-mobile&ie=UTF-8
https://www.google.com/search?q=The+Globalization+of+Crime%3A+A+Transitional+Organised+Crime+Treat+Assessment%2C+UNDCO+(2010)+p.18&oq=The+Globalization+of+Crime%3A+A+Transitional+Organised+Crime+Treat+Assessment%2C+UNDCO+(2010)+p.18&aqs=chrome..69i57.853j0j9&client=ms-android-asus-tpin&sourceid=chrome-mobile&ie=UTF-8
https://www.google.com/search?q=The+Globalization+of+Crime%3A+A+Transitional+Organised+Crime+Treat+Assessment%2C+UNDCO+(2010)+p.18&oq=The+Globalization+of+Crime%3A+A+Transitional+Organised+Crime+Treat+Assessment%2C+UNDCO+(2010)+p.18&aqs=chrome..69i57.853j0j9&client=ms-android-asus-tpin&sourceid=chrome-mobile&ie=UTF-8
https://www.google.com/search?q=The+Globalization+of+Crime%3A+A+Transitional+Organised+Crime+Treat+Assessment%2C+UNDCO+(2010)+p.18&oq=The+Globalization+of+Crime%3A+A+Transitional+Organised+Crime+Treat+Assessment%2C+UNDCO+(2010)+p.18&aqs=chrome..69i57.853j0j9&client=ms-android-asus-tpin&sourceid=chrome-mobile&ie=UTF-8
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CHARACTERISTICS OF ORGANIZED CRIMES- 

1) In order to declare a certain group of people as organized criminals, they used to indulge 

themselves in illegal acts. 

2)The main aim of the criminals should be to earn pecuniary benefits along with other privileges 

in these areas. 

3)The criminals are required to be a part of organized crimes syndicates or in such other activities 

which are in contravention of the provisions of the law. 

4) The criminals are participating in creating panic in the society, by using violence, or threat of 

it, or by using any other illegal modes. 

5)The offenses should of such a nature, a commission of it would lead to punishment with 

imprisonment up to three years maximum.4 

 

CRIMINAL ORGANIZATION 

There are various kinds of criminal organizations which actually found in every state includes - 

(a) Organized Predatory Crime 

(b) Crime Syndicate 

(c) Criminal rackets  

(d) Political grafts. 

● Organized Predatory Crime - In such types of crimes, the victim of the offense doesn't 

receive service actually, or apparently, in such cases, the gangsters committees carries the 

one-way transactions, the criminals those who involved in such professional criminal gangs 

used to train themselves, and learn new skills, and make prior planning or make conspiracy 

in order to commit the crime successfully. Various types of predatory crime include 

dacoity, theft, kidnapping, abduction, pickpocketing, and many more, these are the crimes 

that are usually found in every state. But one of the serious offense which has shaken the 

soul of thousands of people and endangered the security of a State is terrorism, which is 

also considered as organized predatory offenses, moreover, the terrorism exists in our 

society in various forms which cover political terrorism, religious terrorisms, narco 

terrorism, and many others. In 1997, 61 people who were from the Dalit community were 

 
4 Prof.N.V.Paranjape,Criminology,Penology Victimology,p.128(17th Edition,2017) 
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killed in Laxmanpur Bathe Village, at Jahanabad, Bihar by a group of rich landlords and 

the higher castes and the Ranvir Sena with the purpose to continue their control and 

supremacy over Naxalites of Bihar which was one of the incidents which created threat in 

the life of the common people in the village who are staying in Naxalite affected areas. 

Apart from that The Unlawful Activities (Prevention), Act 1967 was passed which was further 

amended in 2008 as well as in 2012 with the purpose to prohibit the unlawful association or any 

illegal groups those who are indulged in continuing activities against the national integrity and 

security of the country India.  After implementing the Act in India, the Indian Government declared 

Jammu & Kashmir Liberation Front ) JKLF as an illegal association due to the violent secessionist 

militant acts due to which a large number of people were brutally killed and they continued to 

destroy properties, harmed the civilians and the security force personnel, sabotage.5 

 

In Zamir Ahmed Latifur Rehman Vs State of Maharashtra6 

In this case, the question arose with regards to the validity of Section 2(1)e of the Maharashtra 

Control of Organized Crime Act,1999 which has considered insurgency a crime punishable under 

this enactment, and it was contended the crime insurgency comes under the area of Defence of 

India i.e in Union List, and hence the State Legislature is not applicable.  The Apex Court held 

that both insurgencies under Section 2(1)e of the Act and terrorism and unlawful acts as per Section 

15 of the Unlawful Activities(Prevention)Act,2004 both are different offenses under different 

areas and that lead to inconsistency between the Acts. 

 

 

● Crime Syndicate - Crime Syndicate refers to the criminals who are very professional gang 

leaders and the main purpose is to earn profits by serving various unlawful services to the 

people who are interested to have the service, such crime syndicates exist due to the rise of 

the demand of the many sections of the society and they are interested to pay a huge amount 

for getting such services despite legislation prohibiting such acts. Moreover, immense 

profits in the fulfillment of such demand is indeed the reason behind the involvement of 

 
5 Id -127-128 

 
6 Zamir Ahmed Latifur Rehman Vs State of Maharashtra(2010) 5 SCC 246 
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the criminals in the criminal's syndicates, such offenses include Commercialised 

Prostitution, providing narcotics drugs, and many other intoxicants, gambling, etc. 

 

● Criminal Racket - In the case of  Racketeering, the offenders used to engage and those 

who are  involved in such crime have no relation with such illegal activities and engaged 

in legitimate business works. In the current world where there is competition in every field, 

either in business and economic or in entertainment industries, etc people are doing 

business individually as well as those as unions generally depend on the criminal rackets 

with the main motive to improve their bargaining ability, where the criminals frequently 

use threatens others,  use force and compels anyone to do anything. Those people are 

exploited by the hands of racketeering are ultimately get persuaded by the value of the 

services and ultimately aggregated abused and exploited by earning money.7 

 

There are various forms of racketeering, some of these which usually operate are given -  

 

Business Labour Racket - It's always true that the law enforcement agencies like Courts, Police 

Officials, and the Government used to take steps with the purpose to assist the competitive 

processes in the proper direction, however, the employers in many establishments with the urge to 

making an immense profit in the business take the assistance of racketeers, whenever the 

employers found that the labor is in demand of more wages and payment, by hiring racketeers and 

unorganized workers, they jeopardize the bargaining ability of the laborers and compels the 

laborers to work within the fixed-wage as provided by their employers. Moreover, racketeering in 

many forms is found, where the salaries are taken by the unknown, fictional individual who 

actually has not participated in the workplace but the attendance of the person is marked from time 

to time by the people who are having benefits by doing such acts. 

 

Gambling Racket -Gambling Racket is considered as one of the organized crime, despite the 

Anti-gambling Acts in order to prevent such instances, people are still taking the opportunity and 

 
7 Prof.N.V.Paranjape,Criminology,Penology,Victimology,p. 

130(17th Edition,2017) 
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try to indulge themselves to gain something, and with the increasing inherent tendency of people 

to try their luck and to earn something leading to increasing cases of gambling rackets. However, 

there are many Governments which has accepted gambling, as through in such way, that it provides 

financial resources as well as increases the revenue and thus some of the states taken  measures to 

remove all restrictions and due to which, the gambling is widely practiced in those states in various 

forms like - Horse races, animal combatat, and ballsgames, etc.8 

● Political Graft - In order to get the political power and position, there are cases where 

politicians used to take the help of criminals so that by their threatening to the common 

people they can accomplish their political desires this is known as Political Graft. Without 

any hesitation, such grafts take all methods either legal or illegal way to bring success to 

their employers and ultimately compels the common people by use of force, coercion, 

threatening to cast their vote in favor of the candidates who have hired the criminals for 

their benefits.In N.N.Vohra Committee Report, allegations were made that many criminals 

are involved in the success in the election of the politicians and make the entire democratic 

process of election as per their desire and such activities have promoted criminalization in 

Indian Politics. One of the insurance is of Iqbal 'Mirchi' who is considered as the prime 

accused of the 1993 Bombay Blast. In this report, recommendations of the Central Bureau 

of Investigation were added which refers to taking measures for strict punishment, tapping 

of telephones, carrying surveillance, and forming monitoring mechanisms at the State as 

well as at the Central level. After that Government has formed a committee where Shri 

Padmanabhaiya was the Chairman.9 

 

Many other Criminal Rackets -  

There are numbers of racketeering which basically carries on abortion of child, especially female 

child, illegal services to the underworld criminal, unlawful sale of alcohol and narcotics, providing 

false reports and witness to harbor any criminal to provide false testimony in an accident case and 

many others. Furthermore, Criminal Rackets are also indulged in the sale of women and young 

girls with the intention to carry on commercial prostitution, the most unfortunate is that despite the 

 
8 Id p.131 

 
9 Id p.-132-133 
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stringent legislation like Immoral Traffic (Prevention)Act1956 as well as provisions with regards 

to the prohibition of the flesh trade and human trafficking under Indian Penal Code, the prostitution 

is going on. Furthermore, with the advancement in Information Technology as well as avail of the 

Internet and rising of users, it has given the racketeers a chance to continue throughout the nation 

in the form of pornography and illicit content. 

Apart from the abovementioned criminal rackets, many instances were found which referred that 

racketeering is available in a regular occupation too.In 1995, six Motor Vehicle Inspectors along 

with four more people were caught by the Central Bureau of Investigation, in dividing a huge 

amount of about Rs 1.27 lakhs as a bribe at Burari Office, North Delhi, moreover the team of CBI 

found various assets of almost Rs 1.5 crore from the residence of the inspectors at Delhi and the 

main purpose for collecting the bribe was to issue licenses and certificates with respect to the 

roadworthiness of vehicles. 10 

 

 

Organized Wildlife Skin Trading - Another form of organized crime which is commonly found 

in the current world, at the national as well as at the International level and dangerous for wildlife 

is the illegal wildlife skin trading. One of the high profile cases was of Sansar Chand, who was a 

55 years old man and accusation has been made against him that he has killed more than 200 tigers 

as well as harmed thousands of other wildlife species in Sariksha, later on in the year 2005, he was 

arrested in Delhi, moreover, he accepted the fact that he was involved in organized crime 

syndicates and have killed much wildlife in many wildlife sanctuaries in India and has he was 

indulged in large scale numbers of business of sale of skins of more than 680 wildlife which 

includes deer, pythons, tigers, leopards, jackals, jungle cats as well as toady cats, wolves, hare, 

crocodiles, etc. Apart from that, almost 57 cases were lodged against him with regards to illegal 

wildlife organized crimes, moreover, he was caught by the authorities in such activities but due to 

the absence of strong evidence against him, he got acquitted by the Delhi High Court in 2013. 

After that Maharashtra Government has implemented the Maharashtra Control of Organized Crime 

Act (MCOCA) and implemented that legislation against him but the Court dismissed the charges 

 
10 Id p.-131-132 
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on the ground that the legislation was not applicable against him on the ground of supplementary 

charge.11 

 

Organized offenses in Insurance Sector 

Generally, its found that a number of false claims are made by impersonating anyone and then the 

reason behind their death get changed for accidental death claims, furthermore based on the study, 

it's reported that there are almost 300 organized gangs present in the insurance sectors of India. 

The criminals used to make relations with the earlier insurance sector employees with the purpose 

to know the entire process of their working and navy times, the hospitals used to provide 

exaggerated bills for the companies.12 

Collective Violence 

The Collective Violence is the violence of the people who recognize them as belonging to such 

group either as transitory or have a permanent identity and are acting violently against the members 

of another group in order to fulfill their political, economic as well as social objects are regarded 

as organized crime.Due to such disputes between various states it ultimately leads to a dangerous 

outcome where people get harmed or injured, killed, properties are destroyed out of anger and 

aggression, etc.13 

 

Communal Violence 

Communal Violence is considered as any act or omission of which leads to certain people from 

any specific group, caste, class, or religious community are targeted and are ultimately attacked. 

The Central Government has initiated to pass the Communal Violence Bill in  2013 in order to 

maintain communal harmony in the nation but due to the opposition against the bill, the bill did 

not pass.14 

 

ORGANISED INTERNATIONAL CRIMES  

 
11 Id p.-136 
12 ibid 

 
13 Id - 137 

 
14 Id - 139 
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Hijacking, Piracy, Explosives, money laundering, unlawful transactions of firearms, contraband 

goods, terrorism are the serious criminal acts which are categorized as the organized offense, 

moreover, the war crime like genocide, etc against the common people of any state during the war 

are also included under the category of international organized crimes. Terrorism is an offense 

which exists in every nation and commonly used by the insurgencies, it is considered as the 

organized political violence which is basically carried on with the motive to create fear in the mind 

of the targeted group or nation and threatening to harm the common people by use of sabotage, 

arms, lethal weapons, or nuclear weapons, Explosives, etc. With the aim to achieve their target 

they also commit hostage-taking, robbery, extortion, homicides, hijacking. Furthermore, with the 

advancement of technology, the criminals take the advantage of it and misuse it in the cyber 

world.15 

BASIC NATURE OF ORGANIZED CRIMINALS  

Solidarity and unity are considered as the basic root due to which organized criminals are able to 

fulfill their ventures, and hence still detection of such crimes is considered as the toughest job for 

law enforcement agencies. For every organized crime, the criminals have their leaders who used 

to show certain ethics and are followed by the criminals blindly and in each group, their works get 

distributed specifically. Apart from that, the organized criminal gangs are required to act in a very 

good way with the rest of the criminal groups, like the criminals who are involved in the gambling 

dens are required to maintain a relationship with the illegal liquor suppliers as well as many of the 

people who are involved in promoting or practicing prostitution. Thus, organized criminals groups 

used to carry on two or more than two criminal activities with mutual understanding between the 

members of the groups. The role of Government machinaries are vital in order to repress organized 

crimes in our society. 

 

NAXALITE MOVEMENTS  

The origin of the Naxalite Movement was initiated firstly in West Bengal during the 1960s, after 

that the naxalism has evolved in such a form that it has increased in various states like Bihar, 

Andhra Pradesh, Punjab, Orissa, Chhattisgarh, and many other states. Based on the record 

produced by the Government, about 165 districts were effected out of 602 districts in fourteen 

 
15 Id -140-142 
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states by such Naxalism. In the current situation, it has become one of the serious issues which 

effects the country's security badly, and ultimately due to this, it leads to a rise in incidents of 

corruption, poverty, non or poor governance, as well as an injustice to the mankind. Due to 

Naxalite Movements, there are many cases, where a number of people were denied the right to 

livelihood guaranteed under Article 21 of the Constitution, ill-treated, and were deprived of the 

ideals provided under the provisions of the Indian Constitution. In this situation, it's required to 

ensure measures otherwise it will further increase violence everywhere.16 

 

ITALIAN ORGANIZED MAFIAS 

The Italian organized offenses are recognized and well known by the people in such a way that the 

term the  ‘Mafia’ is used by keeping in mind the Italian organized Mafias by the people all over 

the world.17 

 

1)SICILIAN MAFIA 

The Sicilian Mafia is considered as world’s one of the biggest criminal organizations. Moreover, 

the term, 'Mafia' is in general in continents are used to define generally the criminal association 

having identical nature is further evidence of that, the Sicilian Mafia is a powerful, dangerous, and 

contemptuous criminal organization which used to regulate large sections of Sicily and heavily 

controls its political, social and economic life. Such influence is not limited to the island, and that 

arrived at all places where the expatriate communities have settled there. The Mafia has the ability 

to make correspond to local opposition as well as the opportunities, by changing its modus 

operandi accordingly. From the mid 19th century, ‘Mafia’ is referred to as the whole constellation 

of Sicilian OCGs. It was usually utilized as a horizontal and general label until Operation ‘Pizza 

Connection’ (1984-1987) and the ensuing trial. ‘Pizza Connection’ basically concerned with 

respect to the large drug smuggling ring where many Mafia families in New York and Sicily are 

 
16 Id -139 
17 )Italian Organised Crime, The Hague, June 2013, File No: EDOC#667574 v8 

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk00al9ewZdOyfnQnAYeCQQV2QXnQSg%3A1597576293317&sour

ce=hp&ei=ZRQ5X46MEazaz7sP3auNyAY&q=italian+organized+crime+groups&oq=Italian+orgnised+crime+&gs

_lcp=ChFtb2JpbGUtZ3dzLXdpei1ocBABGAAyBAgAEA0yBAgAEA0yBAgAEA0yBAgAEA0yBAgAEA0yBggA

EBYQHjIGCAAQFhAeMgYIABAWEB46BwgjEOoCECc6BwguEOoCECc6CAgAELEDEIMBOggILhCxAxCD

AToCCAA6BQgAEJECOggILhCxAxCRAjoFCAAQsQM6BQguELEDOggILhCxAxCTAjoKCC4QFBCHAhCTA

joCCC46BQguEJMCOgUIIRCgAToGCAAQDRAeUPCCQVi4jEJgqphCaANwAHgAgAGfA4gBtTuSAQkyLTEw

LjEyLjKYAQCgAQGwAQ8&sclient=mobile-gws-wiz-hp#sbfbu=0&pi=italian%20organized%20crime%20groups 

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk00al9ewZdOyfnQnAYeCQQV2QXnQSg%3A1597576293317&source=hp&ei=ZRQ5X46MEazaz7sP3auNyAY&q=italian+organized+crime+groups&oq=Italian+orgnised+crime+&gs_lcp=ChFtb2JpbGUtZ3dzLXdpei1ocBABGAAyBAgAEA0yBAgAEA0yBAgAEA0yBAgAEA0yBAgAEA0yBggAEBYQHjIGCAAQFhAeMgYIABAWEB46BwgjEOoCECc6BwguEOoCECc6CAgAELEDEIMBOggILhCxAxCDAToCCAA6BQgAEJECOggILhCxAxCRAjoFCAAQsQM6BQguELEDOggILhCxAxCTAjoKCC4QFBCHAhCTAjoCCC46BQguEJMCOgUIIRCgAToGCAAQDRAeUPCCQVi4jEJgqphCaANwAHgAgAGfA4gBtTuSAQkyLTEwLjEyLjKYAQCgAQGwAQ8&sclient=mobile-gws-wiz-hp#sbfbu=0&pi=italian%20organized%20crime%20groups
https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk00al9ewZdOyfnQnAYeCQQV2QXnQSg%3A1597576293317&source=hp&ei=ZRQ5X46MEazaz7sP3auNyAY&q=italian+organized+crime+groups&oq=Italian+orgnised+crime+&gs_lcp=ChFtb2JpbGUtZ3dzLXdpei1ocBABGAAyBAgAEA0yBAgAEA0yBAgAEA0yBAgAEA0yBAgAEA0yBggAEBYQHjIGCAAQFhAeMgYIABAWEB46BwgjEOoCECc6BwguEOoCECc6CAgAELEDEIMBOggILhCxAxCDAToCCAA6BQgAEJECOggILhCxAxCRAjoFCAAQsQM6BQguELEDOggILhCxAxCTAjoKCC4QFBCHAhCTAjoCCC46BQguEJMCOgUIIRCgAToGCAAQDRAeUPCCQVi4jEJgqphCaANwAHgAgAGfA4gBtTuSAQkyLTEwLjEyLjKYAQCgAQGwAQ8&sclient=mobile-gws-wiz-hp#sbfbu=0&pi=italian%20organized%20crime%20groups
https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk00al9ewZdOyfnQnAYeCQQV2QXnQSg%3A1597576293317&source=hp&ei=ZRQ5X46MEazaz7sP3auNyAY&q=italian+organized+crime+groups&oq=Italian+orgnised+crime+&gs_lcp=ChFtb2JpbGUtZ3dzLXdpei1ocBABGAAyBAgAEA0yBAgAEA0yBAgAEA0yBAgAEA0yBAgAEA0yBggAEBYQHjIGCAAQFhAeMgYIABAWEB46BwgjEOoCECc6BwguEOoCECc6CAgAELEDEIMBOggILhCxAxCDAToCCAA6BQgAEJECOggILhCxAxCRAjoFCAAQsQM6BQguELEDOggILhCxAxCTAjoKCC4QFBCHAhCTAjoCCC46BQguEJMCOgUIIRCgAToGCAAQDRAeUPCCQVi4jEJgqphCaANwAHgAgAGfA4gBtTuSAQkyLTEwLjEyLjKYAQCgAQGwAQ8&sclient=mobile-gws-wiz-hp#sbfbu=0&pi=italian%20organized%20crime%20groups
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involved by following the provisions of money laundering schemes. No doubt it was a high-level 

operation but the number and level of suspects and the number of drugs and money involved do 

not explain why the subsequent trial marked a definite turning point in combating organized crime. 

'Pizza Link' made history as it revealed the true essence of the Sicilian Mafias through the 

depositions of men of honor turned state witnesses.18 

 

2)CALABRIAN ‘NDRANGHETA 

The international criminal by the proliferation of the 'Ndrangheta (also called Onorata Società)in 

recent decades where the hierarchy has been constant and now this Mafia-type Calabrian group 

may fairly be put at the global level amongst the most dangerous OCGs.The 'Ndrangheta' has long 

been misunderstood as a small, backward group with limited reach. Now acknowledged as a major 

threat not only to their state but in many states like Germany, Spain, the Netherlands, France, 

Belgium, Switzerland, Canada, the US, Colombia, and Australia. 

The origin of the ‘Ndrangheta can't be compared with that of Cosa Nostra. Further, it's not possible 

to deny its rural origins, although the existence of its urban dimension, in Reggio Calabria,  besides 

that in a number of cities where it has come forward outside of Calabria is valuable, The basic 

element of its power lies in the Calabrian hamlets, villages, and towns.A number of factors 

contributed to the "Ndrangheta's rapid expansion. Firstly, in the 1980s and 1990s, Cosa Nostra's 

direct attack on the Italian state compelled law enforcement and the judiciary to focus on that clear 

and present threat and to pay less attention to other criminal phenomena. During the period, the 

out of the intense pressure on Cosa Nostra bound them to downscale their existence in some 

markets, and the ‘Ndrangheta instantly covered those new gaps.19 

 

3)NEAPOLITAN CAMORRA 

The Camorra is not only available in  the city of Naples, however, but it's also available in the 

entire area of Campania, where Naples is the capital. The Camorra is a horizontal cluster of Clans 

 
18 ibid 
19 )Italian Organised Crime, The Hague, June 2013, File No: EDOC#667574 v8 
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and Clans, often linked in alliances or – in case of shared interests in trafficking Activities – in 

cartels and is characterized by their extreme internal and external volatility Connections. The lack 

of a single command or at least, a higher regulatory body is a determining factor for the overall 

assessment of controlled territories and areas of influence.And the Camorra, on the one hand, the 

absence of a specific strategy reduces the threat level. 

The Camorra as a whole, especially when compared to other Mafia-type organizations with an.The 

hierarchical structure for example Cosa Nost and the  'Ndrangheta. Total, on the other hand 

Typical Camorra prohibition, which frequently borders on anarchy, places a heavier offender. 

The pressure on the populations residing within the Clan's spheres of control. In some parts,many 

shopkeepers in the territories dominated by the Camorra, and particularly in the city of Naples pay 

the pizza to a variety of different Clans, and get protection from them.20 

 

4)APULIAN OC 

Apulian Organised Crime is considered as another organized criminal group which have various 

strategies basically at the local level, with tendencies towards bandit-type behavior in Bari and 

exists in an organized mode in the Foggia province and in the Salento area where, respectively, 

the ‘Società Foggiana’ and the ‘Sacra Corona Unita’ (SCU) that shows typical Mafia 

characteristics, which covers surreptitiously in the local, economic as well as in the political 

environments. The Sacra Corona Unita’ was originated in Trani’s prison in 1981. Moreover, it's 

rituals are taken from the ‘Ndrangheta, that covers the utilization of mystical, religious 

terminology. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1) The Families and Clans those which are creating an environment of threat at the EU level are 

required to be recognized, duly given attention, and methodically targeted, tackled, and 

dismantled. 

2)Intelligence-led policing in collaboration with trans-national operations should take measures in 

order to handle the Italian organized crime phenomenon. As a part of a Mafia-type organization 

must be regarded as a crime per se.  

 
20 ibid 
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3)Anti-Mafia legislation needs to be harmonized at the EU level, and requests for extradition of 

fugitive Mafiosi should be prioritized by obtaining competent authorities. 

4)Member States must consider including regional/continental intelligence in their collection 

phase when implementing their respective national intelligence cycles in order to avoid significant 

information gaps on organized crime affecting the EU generation. 

5)Consideration should be given to developing a clear EU funding system to facilitate the 

cooperation of foreign law enforcement in priority investigations. In these austere times, law 

enforcement agencies find it increasingly difficult to fund operations that are demanding in terms 

of personnel, travel, and Transportation, technological and communications tools, handling of 

informants, etc. 

6)To order to recognize third parties, new and more efficient laws should be implemented, 

confiscation extended, and confiscation based on non-conviction and practices the burden of 

presenting evidence should also be considered on the basis of civil law. Experience shows that the 

value of the confiscated assets could well be higher than possible EU funding.21 

CONCLUSION 

With the rise of development in modern science, there is a need to make the entire working of the 

police officer based on computerization. Computerized forensic methodologies are required to be 

used widely in the investigation of any crime. Moreover, there are requirements to enhance the use 

of video conferencing technologies in order to easily continue the judicial as well as the 

administrative works.However, there is no distinct panacea or quick solution to the problems of 

organised crime. In order to eradicate the danger of organised crime to our economic and social 

structure, substantial improvements will have to be made to comprehensive policies, investigative 

procedures and the organisation of the police. 

 

 
21 ibid 

 


